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REHEARSAL  SCHEDULE

SAT  18

BY  APPOINTMENT

SUN  19

BY  APPOINTMENT

MON   20

3 :45  TO  7 :30

TUES  21

3 :45  TO  7 :30

THURS  23

3 :45  TO  7 :30

3 : 15

FRI  24

3 :45  TO  7 :30

COSTUME  FITTINGS  IN  THEATRE  

(SEE  REVISED  SIGN -UP  SCHEDULE  ON  NEXT  PAGE )  

COSTUME  FITTINGS  IN  THEATRE  

(SEE  REVISED  SIGN -UP  SCHEDULE  ON  NEXT  PAGE )  

BLOCKING /CHOREOGRAPHY  REHEARSAL  

CALLED :   ENTIRE  CAST  

ACTIVITIES :   DANCES /SONGS /SCENES :  ACT  TWO  

EXCUSED  CONFLICTS :  IGIL  (ARRIVE  LATE  @5 :00 )

MUSIC /CHOREO  REHEARSAL !

CALLED :   ENTIRE  CAST  

ACTIVITIES :   FINISH  ACT  TWO  

CONFLICTS :  NONE  - -  ALL  AVAILABLE  

REVIEW  REHEARSAL :  ACT  ONE    

CALLED :  ENTIRE  CAST  

ACTIVITIES :   REVIEW  OFF  BOOK  

THEATRE  COUNCIL  MEETING  

CONFLICTS :  NONE  - -  ALL  AVAILABLE  

ACTING  REHEARSAL :  ACT  TWO  

CALLED :   BROS ,  ZSWISH ,  NDUR ,  IGIL ,  

IJON ,  CSHO ,  MFAR ,  LWALS ,  JCRIS    

ACTIVITIES :   SCENES /SONGS  WORKSHOP  

                                         

   



SAT MAR 18

Costume Fittings Schedule

SUN MAR 19

12:00   MFAR, ZSWISH 

12:45    JCRIS, BROS 

1:30     JPES, MKOZ 

2:15    LWALS, NHAW 

3:00    MFLAN 

3:45    IJON, LAND 

4:30    ODEMU, BMcMU 

5:15    EMARS, GANI 

12: 00    CSHO, DMcEL 

12:45    GIL, AGIL, MFON 

1:30    SDUM, MROB 

2:15    GCOL, DORT 

3:00    TWIL 

3:45    OCASA, JSWEE 

4:30    JBAU, CWISE, NDUR 

5:15    JHERN 

Cast members are expected to: 

          1.  Arrive on time to Hannon Theatre. 

          2. Be flexible: prepare to stay over an hour.  

          3. Bring their rehearsal shoes with them.  

          4. Bring a cheery, helpful attitude!

REVISED & FINAL!



shedding light
It's about this time in the rehearsal process where I 

begin to rethink my calling as a director.  I feel like I 

am all out of ideas and that this is finally the show 

where everyone figures out I have been pulling the 

wool over their eyes for lo, these many years. Some- 

times, I go into the dark theatre all alone hoping to get 

inspiration but instead staring at the ghost light 

thinking, "Hmm.  Who knew it would be the forty-sixth 

show of my HTC career that would finally expose me 

as a fraud, a charlatan, a no-talent?"   

  

And then I remember I was feeling the same way last 

year and the year before that and the year before that. 

Around week six is the hardest time some years.  It's 

halfway through the rehearsal process and I need to 

remember that if I am not halfway through mounting 

the show, it is par for the course.  And to top it off, 

since I usually give up cake for Lent, sugar withdrawals

don't help my state of mind either.  At this inevitable 

turning point, I often wonder if I am on track or really 

behind the pace of the previous year -- which prompts 

me to think to myself, "I should keep a journal about 

the process so I can console myself next year when I 

am feeling this way -- knowing that it all turned out 

okay." I've been telling myself that for as long as I can 

remember, but somehow, I never get off the stick to 

make it happen.    

   

However, today I realized that this magazine may

indeed be the long sought-after journal that I have 

been meaning to write.  As with everything in my life, it

just took the pressure of having an audience to make

me get up and do what needs to be done.  

Even though Ash Wednesday was over two weeks ago, I

have decided to augment my Lenten observance by

vowing to continue writing this magazine. I am

proclaiming it for all to hear so that I don't slip back

and start just sending big old emails again.   I am

enjoying writing HTC Weekly, but as opening night gets

closer and my inner space cadet starts to rear its ugly

head, I'm hoping the extra push will come from the

resultant Catholic guilt that often motivates me.     

I hope you are continuing to enjoy each week's issue.  If

nothing else, it might give you an insight into how the

creative process isn't really about talent in as much as it

is about pushing yourself forward knowing you are

bound to see the light at the end of the tunnel sooner

or later.  Maybe next year, I will revisit these articles to

remind myself that shows are rarely a walk in the park,

a Sunday picnic, a piece of cake.   

Ooh.  Cake.  

Ad majorem dei gloriam,  

  

Walter D. Wolfe, Managing Artistic Director

Ghost Light :  The backstage and ceiling areas of a theatre is traditionally painted black so as to 

prevent unwanted "spill" from lighting instruments.  Consequently, when lights are turned off for the 

night, it can be super dark on stage. This phenomenon can cause all kinds of problems. Many stage 

legends tell the stories of theatre people who have hurt themselves in the dark.   In a few instances, actors 

and stagehands have had fatal accidents - like unwittingly falling into the orchestra pit.  Combine such 

lore with the inevitable spookiness any cavernous, dark space evokes and one is left to imagine ghosts 

wandering about a theatre -- the vengeful wraiths who succumbed to the darkness  So,the tradition of a 

ghost light began. Now, however, it is considered good practice for theatres to use one and a required 

safety measure by many states' offices of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA).   

From the Director's Chair

Pretentious Theatre Term of the Week 



In the last few years, we have had a 

tradition of announcing our coming 

season's shows on preview night with an 

informal unveiling of the show's posters. 

We have decided that because the 

preview is more of a first performance this 

year, we are going to reveal the show 

selections at a slightly later date.  As part 

of a new, more formal ceremony, the 

decisions of the selection committee will 

be announced after the second Thursday 

night show on May 5.  Make plans to stay 

after for the fun! 

Remember that everyone needs to provide their 

own theatrical makeup kit and have it available 

for the first full dress rehearsal on Sunday, April 

23. The link below will take you to a website 

where you can order either the Ben Nye Student 

Makeup Kit or the Ben Nye Theatrical Creme Pro 

Makeup Kit.    When choosing which base kit 

color to get, don't let the word "olive" throw you. 

 (My Irish face requires the use of the medium 

fair/olive kit, for example.) Only the fairest skin 

would require the kit called "fair."  If you would 

like to be color-matched, remember Naimie's in 

Valley Village performs that service. Stage 

Makeup Online's website is https://goo.gl/Auu16W 

and Naimie's is at https://goo.gl/0Z25Pp

looking ahead this production

alumni update

past, present, future

A couple of issues ago, you may recall our alumni news page featured Eddie Quintana '03, a working 

improv artist and television writer.  The day after that issue was published, word hit the newspapers 

that Eddie had been named one of the eleven honorees of the WGA West's TV Writer Access 

Program which honors female and minority writers working in television.  As the article in Deadline 

Hollywood stated the awards were '"created in 2009 and administered by the guild’s diversity 

department.  The program is designed to identify and recognize outstanding diverse writing talent 

and provide access to their work to entertainment industry decision-makers, including 

showrunners, producers, network and studio executives, agents, and managers." The honorees will 

participate in a series of guild-hosted workshops and seminars in which they will be mentored by 

their peers. Congratulations Eddie!   

"Let your light shine before others 

that they may see your good deeds."

Matthew 5:16



Find your light. 

They can't love you,  

if they can't see you.  

Bette Midler

Happiness can be found, 

even in the darkest of times, 

if one only remembers to 

turn on the light.

J.K. Rowling

Humanity looks to works of 

art to shed light upon its 

path and its destiny. 

 St. Pope John Paul II

I live and love in 

 God's peculiar light.

Michelangelo



alumni 

lighting the east coast

Jonathan Daroca '10 found his love for lighting design at Cal State Fullerton 

after serving as our intrepid stage manager for The Perils of Pericles '09 and 

Little Shop of Horrors '10.   With his own lighting firm, Jonathan Daroca 

Design, he has been creating the light plots for several beautiful shows locally 

at Chance Theatre in Orange County, the Candelight Pavilion Dinner Theatre 

in Claremont, and at Notre Dame High School in the valley.  It has been our 

great privilege to have him joing the HTC staff as our resident lighting 

designer having lit the stage and taught programming for the last three 

productions, A Midsummer Night's Dream, Cabaret, and Fahrenheit 451, as 

well as creating the lighting design for our current production, and inspiring 

students to follow their passions in theatre design in college.  

designing here at home

Ryan Hindinger '02 worked behind the scenes with HTC for three seasons, 

working on the lighting crew for two seasons before stepping into the role 

of lighting designer for No Mother to Guide Her ’00, Into the Woods ’01, 

and Motown MacBeth ’02.  He matriculated to Loyola College of Maryland 

where he spent four years building sets, designing sets, lighting sets, 

directing plays and as he says "generally making a nuisance of myself at 

their McManus Theatre."  He’s spent the last ten years with A.C.T. Lighting, 

Inc., selling some very fine lighting equipment from around the world to 

the producers of concert tours, Broadway shows, and most everything 

between.  Along the way he married a New York City based theatre director 

just to round out his theatrical bona fides.

This week we highlight three alums who illuminated the Hannon stage with their dedication to our 

stage crew program and then went on to make lighting design their career.  

news 

Cory FitzGerald '00 lit up Hannon Theatre not only literally as our lighting 

designer for Two Gentlemen of Verona '99 and Oklahoma '00 but also 

figuratively as one of the most dedicated students we have ever had. 

 After graduating from NYU with a degree in lighting design, he began an 

exciting career with projects as varied as lighting designer for the Radio 

City Music Hall's Christmas Spectacular to creating the lighting design 

for attractions at an amusement park in Macau, China. Over the past few 

years, Cory has been one of the most sought after lighting and 

programming designers for some of the biggest acts in the music 

business including Lady Gaga, Justin Bieber, Janet Jackson, Madonna, 

Gwen Stefani and Beyoncé!  A partner in the LA based Seven Design 

Works, he recently finished traveling the world with the Bruno Mars tour! 

Cory is one of the most sought-after lighting designers in American 

entertainment.  

traveling the world



scared
of the 
dark

There are a few extra bonuses I particularly love about working 

in the theatre.  After we move down to Hannon, I often sit all 

alone in the theatre after everyone has gone home.  With all the 

lights off, I can remember all the amazing things that have 

happened on that stage and imagine what will happen in the 

future. Benevolent ghosts of shows past appear and I can relive 

a dance number or hum along to a moving song.   

I should say that not all the lights are off.  The contemplation is 

helped by a single lamp set in the middle of the stage, "the 

ghost light."  Although it has both superstitious and practical 

uses,  warding off the evil spirits of shows past and serving as a 

safety device,  there is something romantic and magical about 

it.  Much like a candle in church, it aids my meditation.   

Despite its name,  I don't believe Hannon Theatre needs a ghost 

light to ward off any malicious phantoms. There's a feeling one 

gets when there are unhappy spirits about.  I've experienced 
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A backstage story

ghost sightings in my life (stories for another time!) and there was an overwhelming heaviness in the air pressure that

accompanied both instances in both places.  In Hannon, I've never felt any such feeling, even in the wee hours when I have

found myself working to finish a project.  

However, sometimes in my ghost-lit reverie,  I can hear reverberations from the night I should have woken the dead. After

one performance, it was my turn to lock up.  I turned on the ghost light and armed the alarm.  I walked out the front way

and saw all the cars gone and the gate locked.  Initially puzzled, I remembered eventually that I had parked in the Circle.

However, that meant I had to go back in the theatre in order to leave out the back door.  But before went back through

the whole alarm ritual yet again, I realized I should avail myself of the facilities.  To keep from walking down the dimly lit

gallery hallway, I unlocked and relocked the four doors it takes to get through the kitchen to the lobby. 

Afterward, coming out of the bathroom, I decided to brave the dimly lit gallery to get to the alarm pad instead of going

through the bother of the kitchen route.  But when I opened the big door, a shadowy figure, backlit ever so slightly by the

far-off ghost light, was standing directly in front of me.  I screamed so loud spirits should have been summoned from the

depths of purgatorial despair. And I was met with similar decibels from the unknown entity.  We both fell straight back on

our backsides in abject horror.  Only when we both scrambled to our feet did the screeching stop as we realized who each

other was. My scenic designer (prior to Jen Sellers) decided to come back after driving off because she had left her purse in

the lobby. Thinking everyone was gone, she didn't want to go through the kitchen either and unlock it all. 

So, I do indeed have proof there are no spirits in Hannon to be conjured by the bellowing of two frightened souls.   But

ever since then, I have my own superstition.  I go out through the kitchen, no matter how many locks it takes.  I know

Hannon has no real ghosts, but the memory of that spooky encounter haunts me still!
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b i g  s i b l i n g

One of the reasons we instituted the big 

sibling/little sibling tradition is to give 

newbies support for getting stuff 

done.  Ask them anything.  Need help 

with some tutoring?  Do you need some 

strategies to help you endure Mr. Wolfe's 

jokes?  Or ways to survive Mr. Robles' 

dance rehearsals?  Silly questions are 

okay, too!

As we get closer to tech week, we should revisit some of the ways in which you can get ready. 

 Successful cast members do not procrastinate getting stuff done during the rehearsal process.   When 

time is running short, chances of forgetting something crucial or making a rookie mistake only 

increase. Here are five things you can get going on to help you when you're feeling the crunch.

m a k e  a  l i s t
Make a checklist of things you'll need to 

do ahead of time so as to 

make midterms and other crunch times 

less crunchy.  Communicate with

teachers about projects due before and 

after Easter and get a head start.  

m a k e  
a p p o i n t m e n t s

Do you need semi-annual dentist or 

doctor appointments? Set  them up for 

April 12 - 18.  And then let your physician 

know you need to stay healthy for tech 

and performances.  He/she may have 

ideas on how to keep ahead of the 

stress. Also consider doing necessary 

shopping early.   Or make plans for a fun 

vacation day with your folks during our 

Easter Break days.  Take charge! 

5
p a c k  a  b a g

For all intents and purposes, you will be 

moving in to Hannon Theatre as of April 19. 

Apart from needed toiletries and undergear, 

what other things (i.e. humidifier, cough 

drops, moisturizer, will make you keep you 

feeling great? 

 g e t  s o m e  s l e e p Although having tech week during Easter 

vacation is a challenge, it is an 

opportunity too.  Make plans to sleep in 

to counteract late nights.  Getting eight 

hours can change everything!

and thank your parents for all of their support and helpfulness.  
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When I turned ten, I joined our town’s little league.  I wasn’t very good at baseball, so I was always put in right field

so that the chances of me having to catch a fly ball were minimal.  My age group’s teams practiced in the evening

under the lights.  My coach was constantly exasperated with me during drills, because despite his instructions to

keep my eyes on the ball, it seemed the ball disappeared somewhere around thirty feet from my face, and I would

find it only after it conked me on the forehead or eye socket or nose.  The coach told my parents that their kid with

the perpetual blackened eyes would perpetually warm the bench.  So if I wanted to stay on the team, I could be the

team scorekeeper, because as he said, "If you drop a pencil while scoring the game, no one loses the game."  Sigh.  

In my first theatre production in high school, I had a featured role in Act Two.  I would sit backstage in the dark for

over an hour waiting for my turn under the bright lights.  On opening night at the end of my scene, one of the

characters was supposed to give me the “bum’s rush” off stage by pushing me out the door.  In the adrenalin rush of

opening night, he pushed a little harder than before.  The sudden change from super bright to super dark made me

blind for a moment and not realizing it, I hit the prop table at full speed and knocked it and myself over -- causing

quite the ruckus backstage.  This accident caused a stagehand to spontaneously blurt out a particularly racy

expletive that made our Father Principal storm out of the theatre, his Irish face red with indignation.  Sigh. 

Traumatized by being the cause behind the censure of my drama director, my mother took me to the ophthal-

mologist. Too many incidents were adding up and she thought my klutziness problem might be related to my

eyesight.    The doctor told her my eyesight was fine, but that my “dark adaptation” rate was significantly longer

than most people's.  He called it “night blindness.”  All it meant was that if I were ever in the rare situation where

bright lights were to go off suddenly, I would need to stay still until my eyes adjusted – which could take up to ten

seconds longer than the average pair of eyes.  Sigh.  

So, what did I do in college? I majored in the one field that guarantees being left in the dark quickly.  I thought I had

it under control as I had learned a few coping strategies in the consequent high school shows.  But in my first

college show, my adaptive mechanisms failed me.  I was alone when the stage went to black at the end of the first

act.  So, I did what I normally did. I bent my knees and waddled offstage.  That way, I prevented hitting my shins,

and I could feel my way better.  But for some reason, I got turned around in the black out and couldn’t find my way

off the set.  I began crawling, all the while panicking to find the door.  When the lights came up for intermission,

there I was -- still on stage seemingly imitating a dog caught in headlights for the whole world to see.  Sigh.  

My professor/director came backstage to ask me, "What the heck?" (He actually used that expletive that had gotten

me in trouble back in high school.) I told him, "I can't see when lights go off – I have a kind of night blindness."  He

looked me straight and said, “Then why didn’t you ask for help? Another actor can come on stage, take your hand

and guide you. We do it all the time.”   I said, “I didn’t want anyone to laugh at me.”   “How's that working for you?” he

said wryly.  “It’s better than making yourself look like a fool.”  From that day on, I  asked for help to get off stage, and

I learned by taking someone's hand, you make friends faster.   In theatre, I found the camaraderie I had so wanted

when I was in little league, but didn't get.  I guess no one can help you catch a disappearing ball.  

When I became a director, I started asking the cast if anyone has any kind of “night blindness” problem. Sure

enough, there are always a few.  And the solution is always the same – having a company member give him/her a

helping hand.   We need to remember always that under bright stage lights, we may work hard to create beautifully

illuminated stories, but when the lights go off, we have to work just as hard to help those in need get to the light. 

under 
the lights
a hand in the dark



LOYOLA  HIGH  SCHOOL   |  LOS  ANGELES
www .hannontheat re .com

brilliant.

radiant.electric.

illuminating.

happy graduation, adeline.
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